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One day, in a Utopian Future, astrology may be used as evidence, in
court or otherwise, to prove or disprove controversial claims. Our Transneptunian Hades has
such a potential – as it has much to do with illicit, illegal, secretive dark activities of all kinds.

HADES & SEX & MONEY: Heidi Fleiss – “The Hollywood Madam to the Stars”
In 1993 she was charged with running a lucrative high class prostitution business, with wealthy celebrities as
clients. Her father, a physician in his proper job, helped her cover up the money from that business. Before and
after that highly publicized event she was personally involved with prostitution, drugs, and criminal charges.

Astrology Verdict: Guilty
Venus=Hades=Asc
…illicit, illegal sex
= Jupiter=Apollon=Aries
…big business, public connection
= Jupiter .mp. Vulcanus
… mighty success
Jupiter = Apollon .mp. Mercury, Pluto
= Mars .mp. Venus, Hades …successful sex business
= Cupido
…the family connection

HADES & SEX & DRUGS: Charlee Sheen
Famous Hollywood and TV actor who was one of Fleiss’s clients. He was the only one of her
clients whose name was revealed as his Traveler’s Checks were found in her purse at the time
of her arrest. His regular chart does not clearly reveal the rest of the problems that plagued
him: Drugs, alcohol, physical abuse of three wives, parties with and living
with porn stars.
Guilty: The Urania System shows it all in stark relief
Aries=Hades=Sun .mp. Venus
The Aries point acts as a Personal Point, like an
Ascendant, as well as how one connects with
the public and the world.

Sun .mp. Moon=Node .mp. Jupiter=Aries=Hades=Asc

HADES & SEX & POLITICS - Did He or Didn’t He?! Yes, He Did!
An American president, whose name shall not be mentioned here (DT), denies any sexual
misconduct and demeaning language towards women, any connection with porn stars in hotel
rooms, any time spent with call girls while on a trip to another foreign power capital city -- all
this while married to a woman who was formerly associated with escort service, and possibly
illegal work in the country, is a prime example of Hades-Venus effect:
Guilty:
Hades=Venus= Asc .mp. Moon-Vulcanus-Node …connected with prostitutes, low-level
women, doing it with gusto!

More for DT: Venus-Hades = Sun .mp. Nodes = Asc

ANOTHER HADES & SEX & POLITICS: Did He or Didn’t He?! Yes, He Did!
Another case of denial by an American president (BC) who said “I never had sex with that
woman”. That denial which constituted as perjury, almost led to his impeachment.
Guilty:
Hades = Venus + Mars - Vulcanus
= Sun .mp. Kronos,Zeus
= Apollon
Read: Mars .mp. Venus = Hades .mp. Vulcanus = Sun .mp. Kronos,Zeus = Apollon)
The leader uses the dark power/force of the state for sexual act

Here is the chart of the young woman staffer (ML) who was drawn to that forbidden fruit,
and suffered the consequences the public eye.
Guilty - “it takes two to tango”:
Sun = Hades = Node
Hades = Venus

FROM THE PAGES OF AMERICAN HISTORY - HADES & SEX & POLITICS:
Did He or Didn’t He?! Yes, He Did!
This is the famous question about the relationship between
President Thomas Jefferson and Sally Hemings, the enslaved
black woman of his household, and whether he had children
with her. At that time, Jefferson was already a widower, and
Hemings was the half-sister of his deceased wife, whose father
also had a sexual relation with a black slave woman - a common
practice among plantation owners.
(Jefferson’s birth time is rectified from ‘unknown’, but the Angles are not necessary here..)
Guilty - The Planets speak loudly:
Venus = Hades = Kronos = Node … the illicit connection between the boss and the servant
woman.
The Neptune, Mars, Node connections makes sure that the mystery will remain…

